Abstract. This paper takes (2, 1, 5) convolutional codes as example, disscusses the decoding algorithm for (n, 1, m) convolutional codes according to the principle of the reversibility of the modulo 2 operation.We designed the decoder and the syndrome of the (2, 1, 5) convolutional codesbased on its encoder firstly; then studied on the error correction methodused for one or two bits error within a constraint lengthaccording to the corresponding relationships between syndrome and the type of error codes; finally validity of this algorithm is verified through the computer simulation.
It has been studied for so many years, and there are some matured algorithms of convolutional codes, but seek a new simple and good performance coding algorithm is of great importance and practicality. (2, 1, 5) convolutional codes presented in bibliographic reference [2] is a good method without no error propagation in which the constraint length is 5 with the maximum free distance f d , and the code rate R is 1/2. Let's go on studying the decoding methods of (n,1,m) convolutional codes by taking (2,1,5) for example.
3.（n，1，m）convolutional codes

3.1（2，1，5）convolutional encoding algorithm
The subgenerator of
There are 5 storage units in encoder, the registers from left to right are
。Every input code k m will produce two output codes 1 k c and
The output encoding sequence is ) , , , , ( , each code segment includes two code elements.
Algorithm of（2，1，5）convolutional codes
The reversibility of modular 2 operation is the theoretical foundation of decoding algorithm of (n,1,m) convolutional codes discussed in this article, that is if
. so the decoder of (2,1,5) convolutional codes can be expressed in fig 3. b , k a can befeedback to the storage unit of decoder(result will be the same if k b is feedback) . We can get the following formulas fromthe figure:
There is no inaccurate codesif
after transmission in the channel, and For ease of analysis, the input of decoder in 6 continuous time
), respectively. If there are errors in 1 or 2 time, it will produce 48 error types according to analysis. While error bit rate in practical communication systemare 6 3 10 10   , and correct 1 or 2 random errors can meet the needs of common communication systems, so only need to discuss 23 types of error codes as indicated in table 1. Table 1 （2，1，5）convolutional codes error types error error code error code in 1 time When there is no error codes, 
And the symdrome
is only related to the error pattern. Thus the symdrome S at 6 continous time of 23 error types can be gained as indicated in table 2, in which ) , , , , , (
. From table 3, we can get that:
，while there are 32 datas of this type, 17 are in table 2, which is lack of other 15 which are "100011"、"100111"、"101001"、"101101"、"110010"、 "110100" 、 "110110" 、 "110001" 、 "110011" 、 "110101" 、 "111010" 、 "111011" 、 "111100" 、 "111101"and"111111"。 ② In table 2, there is one-to-one correspondence between error codes types in the left column and S, while the error codes types in the right column has a vague relationship with S. So we need to build the one-to-one correspondence between error codes types and symdrome to eliminate the "vague relationship" . 
100001 Since the specific error codes types can not be known at 6 time, more observation time should be added to judge. Only 1 added time can judge the error codes types when ) 01100
. While 2 observation time should be added when 
Decoding rule
We can get decoding rules by analyzing as follows :
, codes are correct, and decoding process can continue.
, codes are incorrect, specify the time as k , and
，work out the value of symdrome S at 6 continous time.
, then there must be error codes, and beyond correction capability.
*The error codes type can be sure if S is any one of 11 types in left side in table 2. Do modulo 2 addition with number 1 and error codes respectively, change the datas in register units with 1 Eirther transmit the datas again or give up the data packdges can be donewhen beyond its correction capability.
Simulated analysis of decoding algorithm
The flow diagram designed according to decoding rule is as fig 4. 
Summary
This paper analyze the decoding method in detai and summarize the decoding rules by taking （2，1，5） convolutional code for example, though this decoding rule can not apllied in other convolutional code, but the whole analyze method can be used in (n,1,m) convolutional code especially when the number m is small.
The decoding analyze method and decoding principle of (n,1,m) convolutional code mentioned in this paper is easy to understand, it is characterized by fast speed, small calculating amount and easy implementation. The advantage of this convolutional codee is obvious expecially applied in the situation of demand of low bit error rate even though it may be immature and of less performance compared with Viterbi , for example, it's of great practical value in voice and image communication.
